Redmine - Defect #30732
Bulgarian translation update for 4.0-stable
2019-02-03 01:51 - Go MAEDA

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Go MAEDA
Category: Translations
Target version: 4.0.2
Resolution: Fixed

Description
Translated by Ivan Cenov, originally posted as #30664.

Index: config/locales/bg.yml
===
---
config/locales/bg.yml
+++ (revision 17841)
@@ -1231,4 +1231,4 @@
 label_ldaps_verify_none: LDAP удостоверяване
 label_ldaps_verify_peer: LDAPS
 label_ldaps_warning: препоръчително е да се използва криптирана LDAPS връзка със сертификат за
 предотвратяване на намеса по време на процеса на удостоверяване.
- error_token_expired: This password recovery link has expired, please try again.
+ error_token_expired: Връзката за възстановяване на паролата вече е невалидна. Опитайте отново.

Related issues:
Copied from Redmine - Defect #30664: Bulgarian translation
Closed

Associated revisions
Revision 17846 - 2019-02-03 09:03 - Go MAEDA

Bulgarian translation update for 4.0-stable (#30732).

Patch by Ivan Cenov.

History
#1 - 2019-02-03 01:51 - Go MAEDA
- Copied from Defect #30664: Bulgarian translation added

#2 - 2019-02-03 01:51 - Go MAEDA
- Status changed from Closed to New

#3 - 2019-02-03 09:04 - Go MAEDA
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- Assignee set to Go MAEDA
- Resolution set to Fixed

Committed to 4.0-stable branch.
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